Family risk index as a measure of familial heterogeneity of cancer risk. A population-based study in metropolitan Detroit.
A family risk index was developed that compares the distribution of an endpoint in all families (regardless of disease status) with multiple, random, internal comparison groups. This index incorporates the person-time approach to adjust for risk due to age, birth cohort, sex, and race. It was validated and applied to a population-based sample of 51,714 individuals in 3,277 families from metropolitan Detroit to evaluate the role of familial risk factors in the development of cancer. Interviews took place between June 1973 and July 1977. A measure of familial heterogeneity of risk was used to determine whether cancer risk in families differed from cancer risk in randomly generated comparison groups of the same age, sex, race, birth cohort, and size distributions. For cancers of all sites combined, familial heterogeneity of risk was expressed in the study sample both as lower risk than expected among some families and as higher risk than expected among some families. It is estimated that 27% of the variability in cancer occurrence in the families is due to familial factors.